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Persistence of strong silica-enriched domains in
the Earth’s lower mantle
Maxim D. Ballmer1,2*, Christine Houser1, JohnW. Hernlund1, Renata M.Wentzcovitch1,3,4

and Kei Hirose1

The composition of the lower mantle—comprising 56% of Earth’s volume—remains poorly constrained. Among the major
elements, Mg/Si ratios ranging from ∼0.9–1.1, such as in rocky Solar-System building blocks (or chondrites), to ∼1.2–1.3,
such as in upper-mantle rocks (or pyrolite), have been proposed. Geophysical evidence for subducted lithosphere deep in the
mantle has been interpreted in terms of e�cient mixing, and thus homogenous Mg/Si across most of the mantle. However,
previous models did not consider the e�ects of variable Mg/Si on the viscosity and mixing e�ciency of lower-mantle rocks.
Here, we use geodynamic models to show that large-scale heterogeneity associated with a 20-fold change in viscosity, such as
due to the dominance of intrinsically strong (Mg,Fe)SiO3–bridgmanite in low-Mg/Si domains, is su�cient to prevent e�cient
mantle mixing, even on large scales. Models predict that intrinsically strong domains stabilize mantle convection patterns, and
coherently persist at depths of about 1,000–2,200 km up to the present-day, separated by relatively narrow up-/downwelling
conduits of pyrolitic material. The stable manifestation of such bridgmanite-enriched ancient mantle structures (BEAMS) may
reconcile the geographical fixity of deep-rooted mantle upwelling centres, and geophysical changes in seismic-tomography
patterns, radial viscosity, rising plumes and sinking slabs near 1,000 kmdepth.Moreover, these ancient structuresmay provide
a reservoir to host primordial geochemical signatures.

S tate-of-the-art seismic-tomography models are difficult to
reconcile with a mantle that is homogenous (pyrolitic) on
large length scales. For example, most recently subducted slabs

flatten, appearing to stagnate at either ∼660 km or ∼1,000 km
depth1. Many mantle plumes are inferred to be deflected at similar
depths2,3. In particular, deflections of mantle up-/downwellings in
the uppermost lower mantle remain enigmatic. A viscosity increase
near 1,000 km depth, consistent with geoid inversions, has been
invoked to explain these observations4,5. However, there is no
candidate phase transition to account for a sharp viscosity jump
that couldmarkedly affect mantle flow. Alternatively, compositional
layering has been proposed6, but the effects of coupled large-scale
compositional and rheological heterogeneity on mantle dynamics
remain poorly understood.

Compositional viscosity variations in the lower mantle
Lateral heterogeneity in lower-mantle composition can give rise
to intense rheological contrasts. Heterogeneity involving SiO2-
enriched rocks has been put forward to balance the Earth’s Si
budget relative to the Sun and chondrites, also given limitations
to dissolve Si in the present-day outer core7. SiO2-enriched rocks
with CI-chondritic Mg/Si of ∼0.9–1.1 should host ∼87–97%
(Mg,Fe)SiO3−bridgmanite (Br) and only ∼0–10% (Mg,Fe)O-
ferropericlase (Fp), in addition to a minor amount of Ca-perovskite
(∼3%). In contrast, pyrolitic rocks with Mg/Si of∼1.2–1.3 contain
only ∼75–80% Br and up to ∼17–23% Fp in the lower mantle. As
the viscosity of Br is estimated to be ∼1,000 times greater than
that of Fp8, and rheological models for rocks consisting of two
phases9 predict highly nonlinear variations in rock viscosity as the
modal abundance of the weak phase varies between 0% and 30%
(Supplementary Fig. 5), any SiO2-enriched rocks (with relatively low

Mg/Si and Fp content) are significantly more viscous than pyrolite
in the lower mantle.

Intrinsically viscous rocks are thought to resist entrainment
by mantle convection and processing at spreading centres10.
However, the style of mantle convection in the presence of intense
rheological contrasts due to large-scale compositional heterogeneity
has not yet been quantitatively explored. We perform a suite of
two-dimensional (2D) numerical experiments initially including a
layer of SiO2-enriched rock in the lower mantle that is intrinsically
stronger, and modestly denser, than the pyrolitic SiO2-depleted
material in the upper mantle (see Methods). Model viscosity
depends on temperature and composition, but composition-
dependent rheology is limited to the lower mantle, where Fp+Br
are the dominant stable phases (Supplementary Information).
We assume that SiO2-enriched material (pyroxenite in the upper
mantle) undergoes partial melting at <125 km depth to leave a
SiO2-poor pyrolitic residue11. The precise viscosity and density
contrasts thatmay be relevant for the Earth’s lowermantle are poorly
constrained; therefore, we vary both parameters systematically.

We observe two regimes in our numerical experiments. In regime
A, both materials are readily mixed and the mantle becomes largely
homogenized over timescales shorter than the age of the Earth
(Fig. 1a,b). This regime occurs for relatively small viscosity contrasts
between materials and is well understood12,13. In regime B, we find
instead that the intrinsically strong SiO2-enriched material can
avoid significant entrainment and mixing for model times greater
than the age of the Earth (Fig. 1c–f). A juxtaposition of both regimes
is shown in Fig. 1b,c as a comparison between the example case with
moderate compositional viscosity and density contrasts (regime B),
and reference case I with no such contrasts, but with a viscosity
jump of factor λ=8 at 660 km depth (regime A). The viscosity jump
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Figure 1 | Predicted evolution of the mantle for two regimes of mixing. a–f, Numerical-model results for the reference case I (a,b) and the example case
(c–f) show e�cient mixing and persistence of large-scale heterogeneity, respectively (model time as annotated). b,c,f, Snapshots of composition with
isotherms (spaced 450 K). a,d, Snapshots of potential temperature with compositional contours that mark small-scale heterogeneity in a and large-scale
BEAMS in d. This di�erence in mantle-mixing e�ciency between cases highlights the role of compositional rheology, given that both cases have similar
Nusselt numbers Nu (Supplementary Table 3)—that is, a criterion for convective vigour50. e, Snapshot of viscosity shows that BEAMS are more viscous
than upwelling and downwelling conduits. Also see Supplementary Movies 1–4.

is imposed to ensure comparable viscosity profiles and convective
vigours between cases (Supplementary Information).

A new regime of mantle convection
In the newly described regime B, large-scale intrinsically strong
SiO2-enriched domains organize mantle convection patterns.
Initially, the upper-mantle pyrolitic material cools near the surface,
and soon sinks through the strong material in the lower mantle,
thus forming relatively weak conduits. As theweakermaterial covers
the core–mantle boundary and is heated, it becomes buoyant and
rises upwards through the strong layer to establish complementary
upwelling conduits. Subsequently, the SiO2-enriched material is
encapsulated by the weaker pyrolite, which continues to circulate

between the shallow and deepest mantle through the existing
weak channels (Fig. 1c–e). This encapsulation by weak material
dramatically reduces stresses within strong domains. Therefore,
strong domains—hereafter referred to as bridgmanite-enriched
ancient mantle structures (BEAMS)—tend to avoid significant
internal deformation, rather assuming slow coherent rotation.

The weaker pyrolitic material slowly but progressively entrains
SiO2-enriched material as it circulates around BEAMS. Conduits
thus contain an assemblage of SiO2-poor and SiO2-enriched
materials, the latter of which would manifest as a pyroxenite-
like mafic rock in the upper mantle. Note, however, that the
SiO2-poor pyroliticmaterial itselfmay consist of a fine-scalemixture
of ultramafic to mafic rocks with compositions ranging from
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Figure 2 | Summary of numerical-model results. Regime map of all cases
(Supplementary Table 3) shows that compositional viscosity contrasts of
∼1.5 orders of magnitude and small-to-moderate compositional density
contrasts are required for long-term persistence of SiO2-enriched material
(blue squares). This conclusion is independent of whether all cases, or the
subset of cases with 10≤Nu≤ 11 (highlighted by black frames) are
considered. In reference cases I/II and III (circles), a global viscosity jump at
660 km depth of factor λ=8 and λ=2.5, respectively, is imposed to
ensure that Nu is comparable to Nu of the example case (Fig. 1c–f), which is
marked by a white cross.

harzburgite to mid-ocean-ridge basalt (MORB). Our models also
predict the ingestion of someweak plumes into BEAMS, particularly
during early stages, which become stretched out into spiral shapes
that persist as fossil fragments. Nevertheless, for sufficiently large
viscosity contrast, BEAMS remain largely coherent and stabilize
lower-mantle convection patterns over billions of years (Fig. 1c,f).
Little material crosses over from one conveyor circuit to another,
giving rise to long-lived chemically isolated domains. This tendency
for isolation of convection cells suggests a possible mechanism for
producing global-scale lateral variations in MORB geochemistry14,
and preserving primordial reservoirs15.

Persistence of BEAMS for 4.6Gyr or longer is predicted for
respective density and viscosity contrasts of ∼0.4% and >20
(Fig. 2). These contrasts are consistent with the effects of variable
Mg/Si (or Br-content) on lower-mantle density and viscosity (see
Supplementary Information). Density contrasts of <0.25% or
>1% demand moderately greater viscosity contrasts for long-term
persistence, because any related rising or sinking (respectively) of
BEAMS enhances viscous entrainment (see Fig. 2).

In the 3D spherical-shell geometry of Earth’s mantle, BEAMS
probably assume more complex shapes than suggested by our
2D Cartesian models. 3D-BEAMS should assume forms similar
to doughnuts or rolls, minimizing internal deformation of high-
viscosity domains (Supplementary Information). Even though inter-
nal rotation of (doughnut-shaped) BEAMS may be difficult or even
impossible in three dimensions, pyrolitic material would still circu-
late around BEAMS. Doughnut holes may accommodate upwelling
centres (such as those beneath the Pacific and Africa), while down-
welling curtains (such as those related to the subduction of Farallon
and Tethys lithosphere) may occur between doughnuts/rolls. Such
geometries are indeed suggested by maps of radially averaged seis-
mic velocities in the mid-mantle (Fig. 3).

Comparison with geophysical observations
The BEAMS hypothesis can explain various seismic observa-
tions. We computed thermodynamic and thermoelastic properties
for lower-mantle materials (see Methods), and find that an average
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Figure 3 | Map with possible distributions of BEAMS in the Earth’s lower
mantle. Colours show mid-mantle shear-velocity anomalies51, radially
averaged as annotated. As LLSVPs are primarily confined to
2,300–2,891 km depth22,24, they do not dominate the radial average shown
here. Note that the blue fast anomalies (downwelling conduits: ‘1’,‘3’), are
∼2× weaker than the red slow anomalies (upwelling conduits: ‘2’,‘4’)
(Supplementary Fig. 7). BEAMS probably occupy the volume between
conduits (dashed outlines); arrows mark the sense of associated
upper-mantle flow. Stagnant slabs1 (‘S’) should overlie BEAMS, guiding our
assessment of BEAMS distributions, which agree well with cluster analysis
of seismic-tomography models25.

BEAMS mantle can match 1D profiles such as the preliminary
reference Earth model (PREM)16 (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Note, however, that 1D seismic profiles alone are insufficient
to discriminate between compositional models, particularly
given current mineral-physics uncertainties17–19 (Supplementary
Information). For example, a homogenous pyrolitic mantle also
provides an acceptable fit20,21. Nevertheless, the BEAMS model can
further reconcile the fading of vertically coherent fast anomalies (or
subducted slabs) from tomography images in the mid-mantle22–24
(Supplementary Information). As BEAMS are intrinsically slightly
faster than pyrolite due to higher Br contents, the seismic signal
of slabs is predicted to fade relative to an average that is elevated
by the presence of BEAMS (Supplementary Fig. 7). Moreover,
cluster analysis of shear-wave tomography models robustly requires
three clusters at the inferred depths of BEAMS manifestation
(∼1,000–2,200 km)25, whereas only two clusters (‘slow’ and
‘fast’) are required in the deep lower mantle24. The geographical
distribution of the third ‘neutral’ cluster indeed agrees well with
that of BEAMS inferred from Fig. 3. Finally, radial coherence of
large-scale seismic structure at depths >1,000 km is unrelated
to upper-mantle seismic structure or plate-tectonic features5,26,
and thus points to an independent mechanism for large-scale
heterogeneity in the lower mantle.

In particular, two key seismic observations can be better ex-
plained in the context of the BEAMS mantle than in that of a
homogenous pyrolitic mantle. A regionally manifested composi-
tional viscosity jump across BEAMS tops offers a simple explanation
for the stagnation of some slabs at ∼1,000 km depth1, whereas
other slabs readily sink through downwelling conduits at the same
time27. Also, the location of stagnant slabs is consistent with the
inferred geometry of BEAMS (Fig. 3), and neutral clusters25. In turn,
displacement of individual mantle plumes near 1,000 km depth2,3

may be caused by circulation of mantle flow around BEAMS,
and any related sub-horizontal ‘wind’ in the upper mantle and
transition zone.

The BEAMS hypothesis (Fig. 4) further reconciles a range of
other geophysical and geological constraints. For example, any
mantle ‘wind’ around BEAMS should be coupled to continental
motions via cratonic keels, thereby supporting mountain building
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Figure 4 | Illustration of the BEAMS hypothesis. BEAMS (light grey) are
stable high-viscosity structures that reside in Earth’s lower mantle, while
streaks of pyrolitic–harzburgitic rocks (light blue/green) and basalt
(dark blue/green) circulate between the shallow and deep mantle
through rheologically weak channels. BEAMS can coexist with, and
stabilize the LLSVPs in the lowermost∼500 km of the mantle (yellow),
which are interpreted as intrinsically dense (Fe-rich) piles32–35 and
plume-generation zones31.

where it converges (that is, above lower-mantle downwelling
conduits, such as across South America and Asia)28,29, and rifting
where it diverges (that is, above upwellings, such as in East Africa).
Such coupling is reflected by quadrupole moments of plate-motion
vectors, and quadrupole stability over ≥250Myr indicates that
mantle-flow patterns persist through time30, perhaps stabilized
by BEAMS. Near the core–mantle boundary, mantle circulation
is predicted to converge around upwelling conduits to focus the
generation and ascent of plumes3,31 beneath Africa and the south-
central Pacific. These zones of convergence would also be the
natural place for any (Fe-rich) dense mantle material to pile
up, consistent with seismic images of large low shear velocity
provinces (LLSVP)25,32–34 (see Fig. 4). The long-term geographical
fixity of these piles and plume-upwelling zones31 again requires
a mechanism for stabilization of mantle-flow patterns such as
BEAMS. Otherwise, piles would readily respond to changes in
mantle flow35. Accordingly, BEAMS may constrain the shapes of
LLSVP-piles above the core–mantle boundary without requiring a
delicate balance between viscous drag and gravitational forces36.
Furthermore, probabilistic inversions of the geoid indicate a
maximumofmantle viscosity (or ‘viscosity hill’) in themid-mantle5.
Although a viscosity hill is not uniquely required by the data within
uncertainties, it would indeed naturally arise from themanifestation
of intrinsically strong BEAMS at about 1,000–2,200 km depth. We
stress that the presence of BEAMS is not the only possible cause for
any of these observations, but can provide a straightforward unified
explanation, and thus should be thoroughly tested.

Future quantitative tests of the BEAMShypothesis should involve
systematic studies of seismic reflections and seismic anisotropy in
the lower mantle. Our models predict that underside as well as
out-of-plane reflections should preferentially occur near BEAMS
margins with dominantly positive polarities. Whereas reflections
and conversions of seismic waves have indeed been commonly
observed in the uppermost lower mantle, for example, near the
expected tops of BEAMS6,37, a systematic study that could map any
large-scale compositional heterogeneity is lacking. The predicted
circulation around BEAMS further implies vertically fast seismic
anisotropy within up- and downwelling conduits (due to lattice-
preferred38 or shape-preferred9 orientation), as well as horizontally
fast anisotropy above and below BEAMS. The latter prediction is
consistent with observations of anisotropy beneath the Tonga slab
that stagnates at∼1,000 km depth1,39,40, but more detailed regional
studies of mid-mantle anisotropy are needed.

Geochemical implications
The geochemical implications of the BEAMS hypothesis depend on
the origin scenario. An initial global lower-mantle SiO2-enrichment
compatible with our model starting conditions could arise due to
incomplete equilibration of the proto-mantle during multi-stage
core formation41 (Scenario 1); fractionation during magma-ocean
crystallization42 (Scenario 2); and/or continental extraction that
leaves the shallow pyrolitic domain as a ‘depleted MORB mantle’
residue (Scenario 3). If BEAMS formed within ∼100Myr after
Earth’s formation (Scenarios 1 and/or 2), then they would be
viable candidates for hosting primordial noble-gas reservoirs43,44 as
well as primordial 182W signatures45, because BEAMS material is
never processed through the shallow upper mantle. Note that, at
least in Scenario 2, BEAMS would moreover be better candidates
to host primordial geochemical signatures (such as for example,
FOZO46) than LLSVPs, because they would be relatively depleted
in incompatible elements47. The predicted dynamical behaviour
of mostly stable BEAMS with gradual entrainment along margins
provides the conditions for primordial reservoirs to be preserved in
a vigorously convectingmantle, but also be sampled by hotspot lavas
at the same time, along with recycled geochemical components46–48.
In contrast to small-scale blobs that have previously been invoked
to host primitive material10,49, BEAMS can provide a large-scale
coherent primordial reservoir of up to 10% ∼ 15% of the mantle’s
mass (Supplementary Information). Such large-scale heterogeneity
may balance Earth’s bulk composition, for example, bringing it
closer to solar-chondritic Mg/Si ratios.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any
associated accession codes and references, are available in the
online version of this paper.
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Methods
We here describe the methodology of geodynamic models, as well as of the
computation of thermodynamic and thermoelastic properties. For figures and
more detailed discussion, we refer the reader to the main text as well as the
Supplementary Information.

Numerical mantle convection models. To study thermochemical convection of
the mantle, we used an advanced version of mantle convection code CitcomCU52,53.
On the finite-element mesh, we solved the conservation equations of mass,
momentum and energy, applying the Boussinesq approximation. Composition is
tracked using passive particles (or ‘tracers’). The model box is 2,900 km deep and
17,400 km wide. The vertical resolution of the model varies between 16.5 km and
∼18.7 km due to mesh refinement in the upper mantle. Horizontal resolution is
17 km. Initial conditions involve a difference in composition between the upper
and lower mantles. In the upper mantle, tracer values are set to a compositional
index of zero, representing SiO2-poor mantle material similar to pyrolite. In the
lower mantle, tracer values are randomly set to a compositional index of
0.95± 0.05, representing (Mg,Fe)SiO3-rich (or SiO2-rich) mantle material
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Random compositional noise of±0.05 is added in the
lower mantle to seed small non-diffusive perturbations that help to break the
strong deep layer. Initial potential temperatures are 2,000 ◦C in the mid-mantle
with thermal boundary layers at the top and bottom (calculated from 80-Myr
halfspace cooling profiles), plus a small random thermal noise. Boundary
conditions involve potential temperatures of Tsurf=0 ◦C and TCMB=3,000 ◦C at
the top and bottom, respectively, as well as free-slip velocity conditions on all sides.
The applied TCMB is well in the range of estimates54,55 (note that the adiabat needs to
be added to TCMB for proper comparison with estimates of ‘real’ CMB temperature).

Distinct physical properties are assigned to the two materials. SiO2-rich
material is denser (by1ρ) and stiffer (by a factor ofΦ) than pyrolytic material.
Whereas the density difference is applied everywhere in the mantle, the viscosity
contrast is applied only in the lower mantle. This parameterization is motivated by
the limitation of the stability of Br and Fp (that is, to lower-mantle pressures), the
presence of which in variable proportions between the materials is envisaged to
account for the viscosity contrast (see Supplementary Information and main text).
Additionally, we prescribed that all ‘SiO2-enriched’ tracers, which enter the
shallowest part of the mantle (that is, at depths<125 km), are immediately turned
into ‘pyrolitic tracers’ (that is, tracer values are set to zero), assuming that SiO2-rich
material undergoes melting to become relatively enriched in MgO. Such a depth of
melting for (Mg,Fe)SiO3-rich rocks is supported experimentally11.

In our geodynamic models, we applied a Newtonian rheology with moderate
temperature dependence of viscosity, and no depth dependence. Viscosity varies by
six orders of magnitude over the full thermal range of TCMB–Tsurf, but a cutoff is
applied at four orders of magnitude in the stiff thermal boundary layer at the top
(see Fig. 1e in the main text) to ensure numerical stability. Depth dependency of
thermal expansivity is accounted for (according to ref. 6). For all other parameters,
see Supplementary Table 2.

To systematically study the effects of intrinsic variations in density and viscosity
on mantle flow, we performed a systematic parameter search by varying1ρ andΦ .
For a list of all cases, see Supplementary Table 3.1ρ is varied in the range
0–65 kgm−3 (that is, 0%–1.444%), andΦ in the range from 3.136 to 249.1. We
explored this parameter space by running 26 simulations with no imposed viscosity
jump at 660 km depth (that is, λ=1). A regionally variable viscosity jump at
660 km depth self-consistently arises from our treatment of compositional
rheology: as compositional rheology is restricted to the lower mantle (see above), a
viscosity jump arises wherever compositional index>0. We also explored three
reference cases λ>1. For a detailed description and discussion of these reference
cases, as well as for the post-processing and analysis of numerical-model
predictions, see Supplementary Information.

Computation of seismic velocities and densities. One-dimensional
seismic-velocity and density profiles are calculated for comparison with PREM16

(Supplementary Fig. 2). For this calculation, we used thermodynamic and
thermoelastic properties of Mg1−xFexSiO3 bridgmanite (Br) and
Mg1−yFeyO-ferropericlase (Fp) as previously computed by refs 56 and 57,58,
respectively, for iron numbers x=0 and x=0.125, as well as y=0 and y=0.1875.
For all other x and y values, physical properties have been linearly interpolated.
For CaSiO3 perovskite, thermoelastic properties calculated by Kawai and
Tsuchiya59 were reproduced within the Mie–Debye–Grüneisen formalism as
outlined by Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni60 using density functional theory
(DFT) within the local density approximation (LDA) that is augmented by the

Hubbard U (LDA+U). These thermoelastic properties were calculated
self-consistently for Fe, Si, and O along with pseudopotentials for Mg. Details of the
LDA and LDA+U calculations are reported in refs 56–59.

We considered mixtures in the SiO2–MgO–CaO–FeO oxide space for
aggregates with harzburgitic61, pyrolytic62, and perovskitic (that is, pure Br)
compositions63. For the specific oxide compositions of these aggregates, see
Supplementary Table 1. Perovskitic compositions have been computed by
incrementally removing MgO from pyrolite. Note that calculations do not
incorporate the effects of Al2O3. In the adjusted compositions, the number of moles
of Al2O3 have been equally distributed between MgO and SiO2. The iron
partitioning coefficient, KD, between Fp and Br was kept constant at 0.5 (ref. 64).
Density and seismic-velocity profiles for these endmember compositions are
shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.

To compute these profiles, we used the self-consistent geotherms shown in
Supplementary Fig. 4. Moduli and densities for each of the minerals were
interpolated along the calculated geotherms; physical properties of mineral
assemblages have been obtained using the Voigt–Reuss–Hill (VRH) average. To
calculate the adiabatic geotherms, the following equation has been integrated to
solve for T (P), where the aggregate quantities are the molar volume, Vagg, the
thermal expansion coefficient, αagg and the isobaric specific heat of aggregates,
Cpagg : (∂T/∂P)S=αaggVaggT/Cpagg (J. Valencia-Dardona, G. Shukla, Z. Wu, D. Yuen
and R.M.W., manuscript in preparation). In these calculations, the temperature at
the top of the lower mantle (23GPa) is anchored at 1,873K, as constrained by the
post-spinel transition65.

Finally, to compute density and seismic-velocity profiles for the BEAMS mantle,
we used an idealized average composition of the lower mantle. Inspired by our
numerical-model predictions, we assumed that 50% of the lower mantle is
composed of perovskite (that is, pure Br) and 25% is composed of each cold and
warm harzburgite (downwellings and upwellings, respectively). The relevant
adiabats of these components are shown in Supplementary Fig. 4.

Code availability. The numerical tools used here are available upon request.

Data availability. The model input and output are available upon request.
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